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ABSTRACT 
Cloud computing affords an economical and proficient solution for sharing group resources among cloud users mainly because of 

the character of low maintenance. But sharing data is a challenging issue in untrusted cloud storage for preserving data and 

identity privacy since membership of group changes often. In secure multiowner data sharing scheme, any cloud user can share 

data with others by using group signature and dynamic broadcast encryption techniques. Generally communication should not be 

limited in a circle. So, we propose a secure multi-owner multi group data sharing scheme with virtual password mechanism in the 

cloud. Hence group to group communication is introduced such that owner can send their data to other user from different group 

with the knowledge of group manager. This shows that any data owner can communicate with other members of any other group. 

To enhance the security of registered users by extending existing concept, we introduce color authentication scheme. In this 

proposed system we use virtual password mechanism nothing but graphical password to make our registration and login process 

more secured. In our proposed scheme secret keys and encryption keys aresent to the registered users through email which makes 

our login process more secured. Each time secret, encryption and decryption keys should be used to upload, download and share 

the documents so that data stored in the cloud is much more secured. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Cloud computing is a kind of internet computing in which shared resources are provided to computers on 

demand. Cloud computing affords users with various capabilities to store and process their data in cloud storage. 
One of the important cloud service provider (CSPs) is Amazon. It actually delivers various services mainly data 
storage to cloud users by means of powerful datacenters. Users can enjoy excellent services by transferring the 
local data management systems into cloud servers which can save some investments on their local 
infrastructures. Cloud computing has become a highly demanded utility due to high computing power, cheap 
cost of services, high performance, scalability, accessibility as well as availability. Generally the most 
fundamental service offered by cloud providers is data storage. Let us examine a practical data application. An 
enterprise allows its employees in the same group or department to store and share files in the cloud. By 
exploiting the cloud, the employees can be completely released from the difficult local data storage and 
maintenance. However, it also poses a noteworthy risk to the confidentiality of those stored files. At some times, 
users feel that the cloud servers managed by cloud providers are not fully trustworthy by because the 
information stored in cloud may be delicate and confidential, such as business plans. To overcome the 
challenges regarding data privacy, data files need to be encrypted. Then encrypted data is uploaded in the cloud.  
But unfortunately, designing such an efficient and secure data sharing system for groups in the cloud is not an 
easy task due to the various challenging issues. Mainly identity privacy is the noteworthy hurdle in adapting 
cloud computing. Users will not show interest to join in cloud computing systems without the guarantee of 
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identity privacy, since there is a possibility of disclosing their real identities to attackers and cloud service 
providers. Another problem is unconditional identity privacy may incur the abuse of privacy. For instance, a 
misbehaved employee can deceive others in the company by sharing fake files without being traceable. 
Therefore, traceability, which permits the group manager (e.g., a company manager) to disclose the real identity 
of a user, is also highly desirable. Second, highly recommended act is that any member in a group should be 
given access to fully enjoy the storing and sharing of data services provided by the cloud, which is known as the 
multiple-owner manner. In single owner manner group manager can only store and modify the data. Compared 
with that, the multiple-owner manner is more flexible in practical applications. Generally groups are normally 
dynamic in practice. The changes of membership frequently make secure sharing of data extremely difficult. So 
we propose secure multi-owner data sharing scheme with virtual password mechanism in cloud.  
 
Related Work: 

In this paper [1], Xuefeng Liu proposes multiowner data sharing mechanism for dynamic groups in the 
cloud. But sharing beyond group is not possible. And security of registration and login process is less. From 
paper [5], by Yu et al. we know that based on KP-ABE technique he presented a fine grained and scalable data 
access control scheme. In this technique the data owners will be allowed to use a random key for file encryption, 
whereas the random key is in turn encrypted with a set of attributes using KP-ABE technique. Then, the group 
manager assigns the corresponding secret key to authorized users for decryption. However, it is the single owner 
manner which means only the group manager act as data owner and he only has access to upload. This serves as 
a disadvantage where any member in a group should be allowed to store and share data files with others to make 
active communication among members. In paper [8], Lu et al proposed a secure provenance scheme, which is 
based upon cipher text-policy attributes and group signatures based on encryption techniques. Particularly the 
system has single attribute. Each user will be given two keys after the registration: a group signature key and an 
attribute key. So that user can encrypt a file with ABE and other members can decrypt the file using their 
attribute keys. In the meantime, the user signs encrypted data with his group signature key for preserving and 
traceability. In paper [6] files stored on the untrusted server comprises two parts: file metadata and file data. The 
file metadata has series of encrypted key blocks, each of which is encrypted using the public key of 
corresponding users. Since the file metadata needs to be updated user revocation is an intractable issue 
especially for large scale sharing. In paper[4], Kallahalla et al. proposed a cryptographic storage system which 
makes file to be shared securely on untrusted servers, named Plutus. Initially the file has to be divided into 
filegroups. Then each filegroup has to be encrypted with unique file-block key. After that the data owner can 
share the filegroups with others users by delivering the equivalent lockbox key. Generally lockbox key is used 
to encrypt the file block keys. But it results in heavy key distribution overhead especially for large-scale file 
sharing. In this paper Ateniese et al[7], data owner encrypts block of content with symmetric content and unique 
keys, it is then further encrypted with master public keys.  But still there exists a possibility of collusion attack 
between the server and any revoked malicious user. Because of that It allows them to learn the decryption keys. 
In paper [9] attribute-based encryption technique permits any member in a group to share data with others. 
However, the problem of user revocation is not addressed. In paper [11] the NNL construction is used for 
effective key revocation. But still when a new user joins into the group corresponding private keys of the user in 
an NNL system needs to be updated because it provides complications for dynamic groups. In paper Lu et al. [8] 
proposed a secure provenance scheme, which is constructed upon group signatures and cipher text-policy 
Attribute-based encryption techniques. Particularly, the System in their scheme is set with a single attribute. 
However, user revocation is not supported in their scheme. S Kamara and K. Lauter [2] in this paper considered 
the difficult of constructing a protected cloud storage service on top of a public cloud infrastructure in which the 
service provider is not trusted by the customer. So that they describe a high level architectures that combine 
recent and non-standard cryptographic primitives in order to achieve our goal. 
 
The Proposed Scheme: 

We propose a secure multi-owner data sharing scheme with virtual password mechanism in cloud. It 
implies that any cloud user can securely share data with other group members in the cloud. It not only supports 
sharing within the group but sharing files beyond the group. It supports dynamic groups efficiently. Specifically, 
new users can directly decrypt data files uploaded before their active participation without contacting with data 
owners. Registration and login process became more efficient in proposed system since virtual password 
mechanism is used. It means color authentication scheme. Using various colors password can be set and it 
prevents our password from hacking and attacks. User revocation can be easily reached through an unusual 
revocation list without updating the secret keys of the remaining users. Each and individual user provided with 
group and secret key for accessing files and is sent through emails by group manager. The size and computation 
overhead of encryption are constant and independent with the number of revoked users. 
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3.1Proposed Algorithm: 
AES Algorithm: 

AES is an abbreviation for advanced encryption stand which is iterated symmetric block cipher. In AES, 
same defined steps are repeated multiple times.AES is a secret key encryption algorithm.AES operates on a 
fixed number of bytes. 
 
AES Encryption: 

char aes_encrypt(unsigned char *input,  unsigned char *output,  unsigned char *key, 
enum keySize size) 
{ 
 /* the expanded keySize */ 
 int expandedKeySize; 
 /* the number of rounds */  
int nbrRounds;  
/* the expanded key */  
unsigned char *expandedKey;  
/* the 128 bit block to encode */  
unsigned char block[16];  
int i,j;  
/* set the number of rounds */  
switch (size) 
{ 
case SIZE_16:  
nbrRounds = 10; 
break;  
case SIZE_24:  
nbrRounds = 12;  
break;  
case SIZE_32: 
nbrRounds = 14;  
break;  
default:  
return UNKNOWN_KEYSIZE;  
break; 
} 

 
AES Decryption: 

Step 1: Substitute all the values from the state with the value in the SBox * using the state value as index for 
the SBox . 

void invSubBytes(unsigned char *state)  
{ 
 int i; 
for (i = 0; i < 16; i++) 
state[i] = getSBoxInvert(state[i]); 
}  
Step 2: Iterate over the 4 rows and call invShiftRow() with that row  
void invShiftRows(unsigned char *state)  
{ 
 int i; 
for (i = 0; i < 4; i++)  
invShiftRow(state+i*4, i); 
} 
void invShiftRow(unsigned char *state, unsigned char nbr) 
{ 
int i, j;  
unsigned char tmp;  
Step 3: Each iteration shifts the row to the right by 1  
for (i = 0; i < nbr; i++)  
{ 
 tmp = state[3]; 
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 for (j = 3; j > 0; j--) 
 state[j] = state[j-1];  
state[0] = tmp; }} 

 
3.2 Proposed Modules: 
User Registration: 

Getting access from the cloud controller to access the data's in the cloud. User is provided with an Id, group 
key, public key, and decryption key. Each user is required to register at KGC for subscribing the key distribution 
service. Primary function of Key generation center is to track all registered users and removes any unsubscribed 
users. During registration, KGC sends secret key for each user. 

 
Owner Registration: 

As the name suggests owner registration module is used to register owner details and create a group. After 
registration admin send the group keys and encryption keys to owner mobile number for file upload and 
download process. This form having owner id, name, and address, mobile no, group name, username, password 
and etc. those details are stored in database for references. 
 
Group Key Generation and Distribution: 

To generate group keys any user can send group key generation request to KGC. In turn KGC must 
randomly select a group key and sends it to the user. With the help of group key users can access all shared 
secrets with group members .Key Generation Center should distribute group key in an authenticated manner to 
all group users. All communication between KGC and group members is in a broadcast channel. 
 
File Sharing Beyond Group: 

This is the major section of this paper. In the existing system group members can communicate only within 
their group. If a file is to be sent to other group member other means of communication is to be used. Hence in 
this paper a group member can share their file to any other group member in a secured manner. If user interest to 
share the other data manager details means to go to file sharing options and select the file. And receive the 
validation code for this sharing. Then user will be given with the validation code, encryption and decryption 
keys, if valid means data manger allow sharing the files. 

 
Fig. 3.1: Architecture diagram for group to group sharing 

 
Color Authentication Scheme: 
Register: 

 
Fig. 3.2: architecture diagram for registration page 

 
During registration users will be asked to assign numbers for colors from 1 to 8 of their own. On basis of 

numbers allocated to colors, we receive the session passwords. The login page will be having the color grid and 
number grid in which color grid consists of four pair of colors and Number grid consists of 64 numbers in 
matrix format. Numbers are placed randomly in the grid. Actually the first color of every pair in the color grid 
represents row and second one in the color grid represents column. The number present in the intersection of the 
row and column of the grid will be the first entry of the session password. For instance if the second pair has 
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green and black colors. The green color rating is 6 and black color rating is 2. So the second letter of session 
password is 2nd column and 6th row intersecting element and is 5. The same method is followed for other pairs of 
colors. So the password obtained will be “3573”.   For each and every login, both the color grid and the number 
grid get shuffled so that the session password will be different for every session. For each and every login, both 
the color grid and the number grid get shuffled so that the session password will be different for every session. 
 
Login: 

 
Fig. 3.3: Login page Architecture diagram 

 
RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS 

 
Considering an actual system of 10 groups and each group contains 200 group members. Assuming each 

member can share 50 files within their group and also share 10 files with other group members. Experiments are 
conducted on an Intel Core i5processor in 32-bit Windows 7 operation system with 8GBRAM. Internet 
connectivity is mandatory since corresponding secret key, encryption key and decryption keys are transmitted 
through e-mail. 

 
Fig. 4.1: Performance graph for data upload 

 
This experiment is executed by using asp.net language and for storing data we use MS-SQL server 2005. 

Since experiment is run on web page asp. Net is used. Execution consists of three components: client side, group 
manager side and cloud side. Both client side and manager side processes are conducted on Laptop with 
windows 7 OS. Main advantage of this paper is file upload time and file download timeis minimized efficiently 
when compared to existing paper which is clearly depicted in fig 4.1 and fig 4.2 . 

 
 
Fig. 4.2: Performance Graph for file download process 
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Conclusion: 
In our proposed paper, we design a secure data sharing scheme for dynamic groups in an untrusted cloud 

environment. In multi owner multi group data sharing, user is allowed to share data with others within group 
and beyond the group without disclosing the identity privacy of user to the cloud. Furthermore, it supports 
proficient user revocation and new user joining. Particularly, effectual user revocation could be achieved 
through a public revocation list. New users can directly decrypt files available in the cloud even before their 
participation. Hence user can securely upload and download files from the cloud. Moreover, the storage 
overhead and the encryption computation cost are constant. Since group to group communication is possible 
user need not use other means of communication for transferring files to other group members. Virtual password 
mechanism is effectively introduced. It makes our password more secured and prevents password from attacks 
like eves dropping etc. virtual password mechanism is based on ratings given to specified colors and each time 
we use different password so hacking is not so easy. 
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